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ABSTRACT
DC MICROGRID MODELING AND ENERGY
STORAGE PLACEMENT TO ENHANCE
SYSTEM STABILITY
by
Carl Benjamin Westerby

The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 2013
Under the Supervision of David Yu, PhD
The work of this thesis represents a joint venture between the University
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and the University of Wisconsin-Madison. A DC
microgrid is selected for the efficiency benefits, lack of reactive power in the
system, and ease of connecting to an AC grid. The system modeling relies on
physical parameters and industry standard methods for the estimation of loads
and lines. An example model is created for the University of Wisconsin Milwaukee’s Campus. Due to the high penetration of renewable energy sources
in the example model, system stability is a concern. To help mitigate stability
issues, analysis is performed to have the ideal placement of energy storage. The
analysis relies heavily on the deep properties of the system such as Eigenvalues
and system controllability. Energy storage placement is verified and evaluated
with model simulations.
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Dedicated to Talia, Jane, and Bryan.
“Courage is not simply one of the virtues, but the form of every virtue at the
testing point.”
-C. S. Lewis
With enough voltage everything conducts electricity.
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1 Introduction
With a recent push for clean and renewable sources of energy, the
popularity of microgrids has increased significantly. [1] Microgrids can provide a
great option for integrating localized renewable generation. Power quality and
reliability can be insured with energy storage and generators to support loads
through the loss of a renewable source. While the majority of microgrid research
is focused on alternating current (AC) systems, direct current (DC) offers many
advantages.
For instance, the system efficiency is boosted by reducing the losses
created by conversion from DC to AC. Since the voltage is constant, the system
does not have reactive power and is therefore simpler. Also, when connecting to
an AC utility there is no need to worry about synchronization, since the microgrid
does not have a frequency. While there are many advantages of DC microgrids,
stability is concern due to the high penetration and variability of renewable
resources. The loss of power for even small periods can be an incredible
nuisance for the consumer. Frequent power outages disrupt customer activity but
can be particularly troublesome on a college campus, as outages may destroy
research efforts. In order to prevent stability issues, energy storage is
incorporated into the microgrid. Energy storage, such as batteries, work by
injecting current into the system during periods when renewable resources are
unavailable. Energy storage is not free, so optimal placement of storage can
reduce system installation costs.
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This thesis documents techniques for creating a dynamic system model.
The process relies heavily on physical information such as estimated cable
distances and building footprints. A Dual-Active Bridge (DAB) DC-DC converter
technology is used to connect sources and loads to the grid. This converter
topology is included in the system modeling. The final focus of this paper is
analyzing the system to achieve optimal placement of energy storage. The
methodology relies on the properties of the state space model for the system.
The system’s controllability is considered in order to maintain the voltage.
Additionally, system eigenvalues are used to help determine the placement of
energy storage. The results of the analysis are evaluated using simulations of the
system model.
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2 Syste
em Interc
connecttion and Load P
Paramete
ers
The system
s
mod
deling is ba
ased on disttances from
m satellite im
mages. The
e
distances be
etween buildings can be
b used to estimate re
esistance and inductan
nce
values.

Figure
e 2.1 Cable
e Distance
Shown
S
belo
ow is the eq
quation for resistance
r
based on cconductor a
area (A), len
ngth
of the cable (l), and res
sistance density of cop
pper (ρ).

=

(2.1))

Iff multiple ca
ables are us
sed, the co
omposite ressistance is calculated using the
fo
ormula for equivalent
e
parallel
p
resistors.

=

(2.2)

The
T inductan
nce for the cables can
n be calcula
ated using tthe geomettric mean
distance (GM
MD), the ge
eometric me
ean radius (GMR), and distance (d) in mete
ers.

(2.3)

=( )
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The GMD for a single conductor, in a multi-conductor cable, can be
approximated as shown in equation (2.4) where D1N represents the distance from
conductor 1 to the Nth conductor at the same voltage level. The GMS is the
geometric mean distance of a single conductor.

)(

)(

= (

(2.4)

)…(

/

)

The GMS of a single circular conductor is calculated using (2.5), where r is the
radius of a conductor.
.

=

(2.5)

[2]

The GMD for the multi-conductor cables is the geometric mean of the GMD of all
conductors, as shown in (2.6).

)(

= (

(2.6)

)(

)…(

[2]

)

The GMR for a multiconductor cable is similar to the GMD. Except that it is
the distance to cables at different potentials. Equation (2.7) illustrates this
relationship, where D1N represents the distance from the first cable to the Nth
cable at a different voltage potential.
(2.7)

= (

)(

)…(

)

⁄

[2]

The composite GMR is the geometric mean of the individual conductors’ GMR.
(2.8)

= (

)(

)…(

)

⁄

The interconnection cables are sized using the National Electrical Code
(NEC). Table 2.1 gives ampacity limitations for different sizes of conductors. By
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knowing the maximum current tha
at can flow b
between different nodes, the num
mber
e
condu
uctor in the cable can b
be determin
ned.
and size of each
Conductor Size
2000 MCM
1500 MCM
1250 MCM
1000 MCM
750 MCM
M
500 MCM
M
250 MCM
M

Copper Ampacity (A)
665
6
625
6
590
5
545
5
475
4
380
3
255
2

Alum
minum Amp
pacity (A)
560
520
485
445
385
310
205

Table 2.1
2 Cable A
Ampacities
s
The lo
oads for ea
ach building
g can be esstimated bassed on squ
uare footage
e.
The
T Nationa
al Electrical Code (NEC
C) states th
hat in new b
building dessign, lighting
lo
oad should be estimate
ed at 3 VA//ft2 and the receptacle
e loads can be estimated
at 1 VA/ft2 fo
or office buiildings.[3] Many
M
contra
actors use a
an HVAC sizing rule o
of
th
humb of 600 ft2/ton[4] , equivalent to 0.9 wattt/ft2. Buildin
ng square fo
ootage can be
estimated fro
om the building foot print satellite
e images.

Figure
F
2.2 Building
B
Sq
quare Footage
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The
T numberr of floors ca
an be coun
nted by usin
ng satellite images to zzoom in on
each building.

Figure 2.3
2 Numbe r of Stories
s
Using
U
the nu
umber of stories (Ns) and
a footprin
nt (A) gives a total building square
e
fo
ootage. This number multiplied
m
by
y the squarre footage lloading valu
ues for lighting,
office recepttacles, and HVAC prov
vides an esstimate for loading.
(2.9)

= (

)( . + . + . )

A rule of thu
umb of 8 wa
att/ft2 is use
ed to estima
ate the amo
ount of sola
ar power each
building can provide with solar panels more o
or less cove
ering the ro
oof. This va
alue
s taken at 80%
8
of an NREL
N
study
y done in Middleton W
Wisconsin.[5] The value of 8
is
2
watt/ft
w
plus the footprin
nts previous
sly calculatted will be u
used to represent the

ty
ypical solar panel each
h building can
c provide .
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3 Dual Active
A
Bridge
B
Converte
C
er Topolo
ogy
DC-D
DC switch mode
m
conve
erters will be
e used in th
he system tto convert ffrom
different volttage levels.. The conve
erter topolo
ogy selected
d is a DAB.. The DAB w
was
cause it is a mature to
opology, it p
provides ele
ectrical isola
ation betwe
een
selected bec
th
he input and
d the outpu
ut, and it ha
as good pow
wer efficiency. The con
nverter hass a 4
sw
witch active
e H-bridge at the inputt and outpu
ut. The duall H-bridges are the source
of its name. The outputt is isolated
d with a high
h frequencyy transform
mer.

Figure 3.1
3 DAB Sc
chematic[66]
The
T converter boosts th
he voltage between th
he input and
d the output via the turrns
ra
atio of the high
h
frequency transfo
ormer. Both bridges are
e operated at a 50% d
duty
cy
ycle and ge
enerate a square wave
e that oscilllates betwe
een +Vdc an
nd -Vdc.
Powe
er flow is co
ontrolled by the phase delay betw
ween the inp
put and outtput
bridges. The
e high frequ
uency trans
sformer is designed with a specific series
nductance (L
( S). An ad
dditional serries inducto
or may also
o be added to achieve the
in
desired valu
ue. As show
wn in equation (3.1) the
e change in
n the inducttor current is
proportional to the volta
age drop ac
cross the in
nductor.

(3.1)

=

∆
∆
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As
A seen in Figure
F
3.2, during
d
the time
t
I, whe
en the prima
ary voltage lags the
secondary voltage
v
therre is a rise in inductor ccurrent. Du
uring this tim
me the volta
age
drop across the series inductance
e is the inpu
ut voltage p
plus the output voltage
e.
(3.2)

=

(

)

During
D
time II, when the secondarry voltage iss positive, tthe voltage
e drop is the
e
in
nput voltage
e minus the
e output voltage.
(3.3)

=

This
T
causes a smaller rise
r
in induc
ctor currentt.

Figure 3.2 DAB
D
Voltag
ge Waveforrms[6]
Segments
S
III and IV are
e the same
e as I and II, but the ou
utput voltag
ge and curre
ent
are in the op
pposite dire
ection, in ord
der to balan
nce out the
e average ccurrent throu
ugh
he inductor. By increas
sing the phase lag bettween the p
primary and
d secondaryy
th
voltages, the
e inductor current
c
will have a long
ger time to rise. This rresults in a
la
arger rise and an incre
ease in pow
wer transferr from prima
ary to secon
ndary.
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The output
o
powe
er for the co
onverter is shown in e
equation (3.4).
(3..4)

=

(

)

[6]

This
T
equatio
on depends
s on the input and outp
put voltagess (Vin and Vout), turns rratio
(N
N), switchin
ng frequenc
cy (fsw), seriies inductan
nce (Ls), the phase sh
hift (d) betw
ween
primary and secondary
y voltages. In
I equation
n (3.4) the p
phase shift is represen
nted
as the phase
e angle in radians
r
divided by π.
Since
e any large system will have man
ny DAB con
nverters, a rreduced ord
der
model
m
is nee
eded. A sim
mplified mod
del is prese
ented in [7] which usess a current
source, outp
put capacito
or, and resis
stive load. T
The schem
matic is show
wn in Figurre
3.3.

Fig
gure 3.3 Re
educed Ord
der DAB M
Model[7]
This
T
model can
c be com
mbined with system pa
arameters o
of the previo
ous chapterr in
order to give
e a complette system. The
T details of this app
proach are p
provided in the
fo
ollowing cha
apter.
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4 Dynam
mic System Mod
deling
The system
s
mod
del combine
es the meth
hods discusssed previo
ously. Node
es or
busses repre
esent a con
nnection po
oint for multtiple buildin
ng loads and
d distribute
ed
generation sources.
s
Lo
oads are mo
odeled as re
resistors, an
nd sources are modele
ed
as capacitorrs with curre
ent sources
s. Multiple loads at a ssingle node are combined
as resistors in parallel to
t give a co
omposite re
esistance. T
The same iss down for
multiple
m
sources conne
ected at a node. The ccapacitance
e values are
e added in
parallel and the currentt source siz
ze is increassed accord
dingly. Node
es are
connected by
b a resistorr and induc
ctor, which rrepresent the cable im
mpedances..
Figure
F
4.1 shows an ex
xample of a system wiith 3 bussess and two
in
nterconnecttions.

Figu
ure 4.1 Sim
mple 3 Bus System Ex
xample
A dyn
namic mode
el of the sys
stem can be created b
by examinin
ng the
differential equations.
e
Using
U
Kirchhoff’s Curre
ent Law (KC
CL) at each
h node, the
e
capacitor vo
oltage can be
b describe
ed by a diffe
erential equ
uation. Figure 4.2 show
ws
or the first node
n
in the simple 3 bus system.
an example equation fo

IL2

1

=

1
+0 2+0 3+
1 11

12
1
+ 0 23 +
1
1

Figure
e 4.2 Example KCL D
Differential Equation
The
T resistor current is the
t node vo
oltage divid
ded by the rresistance. The Node
voltages from
m the otherr two nodes
s do not con
ntribute. Cu
urrent flowin
ng through the

11
in
nterconnectting line and
d from the current
c
sou
urce also flo
ow into the capacitor. T
The
capacitor cu
urrent is then replaced by the cap
pacitance tim
mes the de
erivative of tthe
voltage. Fina
ally, the cap
pacitance is
s divided on
n both side
es of the equation.
The current
c
in th
he inductor provides another diffe
erential equ
uation using
g
Kirchhoff’s
K
Voltage
V
Law
w (KVL) aro
ound a loop
p containing
g the inducttor voltage. An
example is shown
s
in Figure 4.3.

12

=

1
12

2
+0 3
12

12 12
2
+ 0 23
12

Figure
e 4.3 KVL Example
The
T inductorr voltage drrop is equiv
valent to V1
1 minus V2 minus the voltage dro
op in
th
he resistor. The inducttor voltage is replaced
d by the inductance tim
mes the
derivative off the curren
nt, and both sides of th
he equation
n are divided
d by the
nductance.
in
After deriving alll the equations for the capacitor vvoltages an
nd inductor
currents, the
e differentia
al equations
s can be co
ombined into
o a state sp
pace model.
Each
E
node voltage
v
and
d line curren
nt is chosen
n to be a sttate variable
e, and the
current sourrce at each node is considered an
n input to th
he system. The dynam
mic
sy
ystem typic
cal state space model is shown (4
4.1), where
e x represen
nts the colu
umn
matrix
m
of the
e system sta
ates and u is the colum
mn matrix o
of the syste
em inputs.

12

(4.1)

=

+

In
n the instan
nce of the th
hree bus sy
ystem, the ccomplete sttate-space model is
shown in Fig
gure 4.4.

Figure 4.4
4 State Space Mode
el for a 3 B
Bus System
m
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5 UWM System
S
Model
Using
g the techniiques and methodolog
m
gies from th
he previous chapters, a 12
bus system model is crreated for th
he Universiity of Wisco
onsin - Milw
waukee
gure 5.1 sho
ows the phy
ysical layou
ut of the sysstem.
campus. Fig

Figure 5.1
5 UWM S
System Map
p
Each
E
numbe
er represen
nts a bus. Bus
B 1 repressents the co
ollection po
oint for multtiple
offshore win
nd turbines located in Lake
L
Michig
gan. It supp
plies around
d 3 MW.
Once
e the physic
cal layout ha
as been de
etermined, o
one of the m
most importtant
m will be the voltage le
evel. The se
election of a system
properties off the system
voltage is diffficult due to
t many com
mpeting facctors such a
as efficienccy, safety, a
and
ndards. Figu
ure 5.2 overviews vario
ous voltage
e levels, sta
andards,
various stan
im
mplementattions, and benefits.
b
Th
he main volttage constrraint in the US is the
NEC’s
N
600 V maximum
m for low vo
oltage in ressidential are
eas. Equipm
ment also
becomes mo
ore expens
sive when th
he voltage rrating goess above 600
0V.
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Figure 5.2 Voltage Overview[[8]
The
T figure has 380 voltts highlighte
ed because
e it is below
w the 600 vo
olt maximum
m,
but still prov
vides good efficiency.
e
Additionally
A
y, there is a
an ETSI Sta
andard in
DC voltage level (EN 3
300 132-3-1)[8] . Severral
progress forr the 380 VD
te
elecommun
nication faciilities adoptted this volttage level a
as well.

Figure 5.3
3 Comparis
son of Ene
ergy Usage
e for Differrent System
m Voltages
s[9]
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Figure 5.3 shows the estimated energy usage for various voltages. The 400 VDC
system uses less than 90% of the energy in a traditional AC system.[9] For all of
these benefits, the system voltage level will be 380 V.
In order to complete the model, system parameters need to be calculated
from the physical dimensions. The areas for the buildings are estimated from
satellite images; the solar capacity and load estimate are created using the
square footage and techniques described in previous sections.

Name
Physics Building 1
Physics Building 2
EMS
EMS small
Kunkle Center
UWM Union
Vogel and Curitn
Mitchell Hall
Mellencamp Hall
Art Building
Pearse and Garland Hall
Johnston and Holton Hall
Sabin Hall
Klotsche
Pavillion
Library
Ender Hall
Norris Health Center
Chapman Hall
Architechure Building
Engleman and Cuningham Hall
Lapham Hall
Lubar Hall
Chemistry Building

Area
Total Area Load
(ft2)
Stories (ft2)
(kW)
Solar(kW) Bus #
12500
4
50000
245
90
11
7500
1
7500
36.75
54
11
5000
11
55000
269.5
36
12
7500
3
22500
110.25
54
12
28125
3
84375 413.4375
202.5
11
75000
3
225000
1102.5
540
10
10000
9
90000
441
72
9
22500
3
67500
330.75
162
9
10000
2
20000
98
72
9
30000
3
90000
441
216
9
15000
4
60000
294
108
8
10000
3
30000
147
72
2
10000
4
40000
196
72
6
20000
2
40000
196
144
6
30000
2
60000
294
216
6
80000
2
160000
784
576
3
10000
11
110000
539
72
3
2500
2
5000
24.5
18
3
625
4
2500
12.25
4.5
4
7500
4
30000
147
54
5
28125
3
84375 413.4375
202.5
5
7500
5
37500
183.75
54
7
25000
5
125000
612.5
180
7
11250
4
45000
220.5
81
12

Table 5.1 Summary of Loading and Solar Capacity per Building
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Table 5.2 shows the solar capacity and load per bus. The resistance is calculated
using load in kW and the bus voltage of 380 V.
Bus
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Bus Load (kW)
Line Parasitics
147
1347.5
12.25
560.44
686
796.25
294
1310.75
1102.5
695.2
600.25

Rload (ohms)
1000
0.982
0.107
11.788
0.258
0.210
0.181
0.491
0.110
0.131
0.208
0.241

Generation (kW)
3000
147
650
0
250
420
230
100
510
540
34
160

# of Converters
15
7
33
1
13
21
12
5
26
27
2
8

C (F)
0.015
0.007
0.033
0.001
0.013
0.021
0.012
0.005
0.026
0.027
0.002
0.008

Table 5.2 Bus Summary of Loading and Solar Capacity
The capacitance is calculated using the number of converters and an individual
converter capacitance of 1 mF.
The distances between busses are measured and used to calculate cable
distances. The cables are sized for 3 MW since the cables are radially fed, with a
near equal split at Bus 2. In order to meet the ampacity requirements a quantity
of 12, 2000 kcmil cables are used. The cables are spaced in a duct bank using
the NEC rules for percent conduit fill and conduit spacing.[3] The layout is shown
in Figure 5.4.
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Figure
e 5.4 Condu
uit Layout
The
T inductan
nce can be calculated for each ca
gh
able using equations ((2.3) throug
(2
2.8). The co
onductors are
a numberred from lefft to right an
nd top down
n with numbers
re
epeating for each pola
arity. The GMS of an in
ndividual co
onductor is 1.27 inche
es,
using equatiion (2.5) the
e radius of 1.632 inche
es. Table 5
5.3 shows a
an example
GMD
G
calcula
ation for the
e first two conductors,
c
which are approximately equal.

Cond1≈
Cond2

D3, D4,
D1 D2 D9, D10
ds
2
6*6
1.27 2
36

D5, D6
18√2
25.46

D11,
D12
D7, D8
8
2*18√2 √((4.5^2+1.5^^2)*12
50.91
56.88

GMD
23
3.11

Ta
able 5.3 Sample GMD
D calculatio
on for Conductors 1 and 2
Table
T
5.4 sh
hows a sam
mple calcula
ation for the
e GMR of co
onductors 1 and 2. Th
he
difference be
etween the GMD and GMR is the
e GMD use
es distancess between a
all
th
he positive voltage cab
bles, and th
he GMR use
es the dista
ance from e
each positivve
cable to all the
t other ph
hase cables
s (negative voltage).

18
D1, D2, D5, D6
6*3
18

Cond1≈
Cond2

D3, D4
6*9
54

D7, D8, D9, D10
5.25*12
63

D11, D12
5.41*12
64.92

GMR
40.64

Table 5.4 Sample GMR Calculation for Conductors 1 and 2
Table 5.5 tabulates the individual conductor GMR and GMD. It also shows the
composite values for the entire cable. The cable composite is calculated as the
geometric mean of the individual conductors.

GMD
GMR

1&2
23.11
40.64

3&4
20.21
33.67

5&6
16.99
27.33

7&8
22.22
32.82

9 & 10
23.11
40.64

11 & 12
20.21
33.67

Cable
Composite
20.86
34.48

Table 5.5 Composite Cable GMD and GMR
The inductance per foot is calculated using equation (2.3). Table 5.6 details the
calculation. Using the result of Table 5.6 and the line distances measured from
the map, the interconnection cable distances can be calculated.

GMD
20.86

GMR
34.48

μo/2π
2.00E-07

ft/m
3.28

L/d=(μo/2π)ln(GMD/GMR)/(ft/m)
-3.06E-08 H/ft

Table 5.6 Inductance per Foot
The resistance per foot is calculated using the individual conductor
resistance and number of conductors. In this case the resistance per foot is
calculated using an ohmic density of copper equal to 10.371 and 2 million circular
mils of the 2,000 MCM cable. With 12 conductors, the value is 0.864 micro-ohms
per foot. Table 5.7 summarizes the cable inductance and resistances for the 12
bus system.
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Name
Bus 1-2
Bus 2-3
Bus 2-6
Bus 3-4
Bus 4-5
Bus 5-7
Bus 2-8
Bus 9-8
Bus 10-9
Bus 11-10
Bus 12-11

Distance (feet)
3000
500
500
625
300
600
300
600
1100
1600
600

R (Ω)
0.0051855
0.00086425
0.00086425
0.001080313
0.00051855
0.0010371
0.00051855
0.0010371
0.00190135
0.0027656
0.0010371

L (H)
9.38E-05
1.56E-05
1.56E-05
1.95E-05
9.38E-06
1.88E-05
9.38E-06
1.88E-05
3.44E-05
5.00E-05
1.88E-05

Table 5.7 System Impedances
Using the system parameters of line inductance, line resistance, node
resistance (load), and node capacitance, a state space model of the system is
created using equation (4.1). A 23 x 23 Ap matrix is created with a differential
equation for each node voltage (x12) and each line current (x11). The voltage
differential equation can be defined solely using the states, with the exception of
the current injection at each bus. The current injection is chosen to be the system
input and results in a Bp matrix which is highly sparse. It only has values along
the diagonal that are equal to 1 divided by the capacitance at that bus. The
Model is similar to Figure 4.4 but much larger.
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6 System Analysis
System stability is important, because the owner of the microgrid does not
make any money if the microgrid is down. Prolonged outages also create angry
customers. With a high penetration of renewable energy, system voltages and
currenets can drop quickly unless corrective action is taken. One form of
corrective action is adding energy storge. During times when renewables
generate excess power the batteries store the energy, and when the wind stops
or sun is blocked, the batteries output power to the microgrid. Energy storage is
not cheap, and in order to achieve the maximum system impact for the lowest
cost, care must be taken to place energy storage in the correct location.
In order to analyze the system, the differential equations that comprise the
state space model are borken into two parts as in equation (6.1).
(6.1)

( )=

( ) +

( )

The first part of the equation is the system Matrix (Ap) and it relates the current
values of the states to the differential change in the states. This type of analysis
deals with system dynamics in order to see which nodes are the most unstable.
The second part of the analysis is related to how the input (u) affects changes to
the states (Bp). This type of analysis will show which node gives the best bang for
the buck in terms of current injection to change in node voltages.
A major method of analyzing the system matrix (Ap) is to look at the
eigenvalues. The system eigenvalues derive from the fact the system is
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composed of
o differentia
al equations
s. Linear differential eq
quations ha
ave solution
ns
hat take the
e form show
wn in equation (6.2).
th
(6.2)

=

In
n order for the
t solution
n to have bo
ounded inp
put bounded
d output (BIIBO) stability,
th
he eigenvallue (λ) mus
st be negativ
ve to make
e the expontial decayin
ng . The 12 bus
sy
ystem’s eig
genvalues are
a plotted in Figure 6..1. The real values are
e on the x-a
axis
and the imag
ginary values are plottted on the yy-axis. Sincce the syste
em has all
al values, it is BIBO sta
able.
negative rea

Figure 6.1 Twelve
e Bus Systtem Eigenv
value Plot
The damping
d
an
nd speed off the system
m modes will be key in
n determing
g
stem respon
nse and sta
ability. The damping ra
atio is a dim
mensionlesss
dynamic sys
measure
m
of describing the decay of
o oscilation
ns in the syystem mode
es. Values less
th
han 1 cores
spond to un
nderdamped
d systems, which will have oversshoot and
oscilations. A damping of greater than 1 desccribes an o
overdamped
d system which
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will
w not oscilate or overrshoot, but will
w expone
entially deca
ay or increa
ase to its
equilibrium position.
p
Th
he equation
n for calcula
ating system
m damping is shown in
n
equation (6.3), where the eigenva
alue is defin
ned as a ± b
bj.

=

(6.3)

Lightly damp
ped system
m eigenvalue
es will be th
he modes o
of the syste
em that are
most
m
likely to
o make the
e system un
nstable. The
e system da
amping values for the 12
bus system are shown in Figure 6.2.
6 Both bu
us voltages and line cu
urrents are
e they comprise the sttates of the
e system.
shown, since
1
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Figure 6.2
6 System
m Damping
g
Since
S
all the
e eigenvalue
es, except the voltage
e at bus 11, have imag
ginary partss
th
hey are und
derdamped. The voltag
ge in busse
es 1-4 and 7-8 have th
he lightest
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damping (under 0.05), and are the best candinates for battery placement.
Another parameter to consider is system speed.
The eigenvalues each have a natural frequency. The natural frequency
can be calculated using equation (6.4).

=√

(6.4)

+

The speed of the system eigenvlaues is shown in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3 System Eigenvalue Natural Frequency
The voltages with the lowest speed will be more dominant modes, because it will
take longer for their oscilations to cease. Of the busses that are the most lightly
damped, Bus 7 and Bus 8 are the slowest making them likely candiates for the
most unsatble bus.
In order to consider how the input affects the change of states, the system
must be converted to modal coordinates. Equations (6.5), (6.6), and (6.7) give
the formulas for the change of basis, using the eigenvectors (V) as the basis
vectors.
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(6.5)
(6.6)
(6.7)

=
=
=

In
n modal coo
ordinates th
he systems
s modes are
e decoupled
d, so they ccan be
considered independen
i
ntly. If any of
o the mode
es are unafffected by th
he control
in
nput, then the
t system is uncontro
ollable. If th
he system iss uncontrolllable, chan
nges
in
n the system
m condition
ns may caus
se the syste
em to beco
ome unstable with no w
way
of performing corrective
e action.
m
of
o the Bm matrix
m
for the
e 12 bus syystem is shown in Tab
ble
The magnitude
6.1.

Tab
ble 6.1 Bm Matrix
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Looking at th
he input forr the first eig
genvalue (rrow 1), currrent injectio
on at busse
es 2,
nd 8 can afffect change
es to the eig
genvalue. S
So without b
battery
3, 4, 5, 7, an
l
solarr irradiance
e at busses 2-5 and 7-8
8 will cause
e the system
m to
placement, losing
become unc
controllable. Placing ba
atteries at tthese busse
es will main
ntain system
m
controllability, even with
h the loss of
o sunlight. Not only do
o non-zeroe
es matter, b
but
th
he magnitud
de of the va
alues are im
mportant, be
ecause larg
ger values result in a
la
arger chang
ge for the sa
ame amoun
nt of curren
nt injection. In the insta
ance of row
w 1,
th
he element with the largest magn
nitude is Bu
us 4.
s
principals can be
e applied to
o the entire table. In orrder to rankk the
The same
busses for current
c
injec
ction, the magnitude
m
o
of each elem
ment in a co
olumn is
summed, an
nd the numb
ber of non-z
zero eleme
ents are tota
aled as welll. Using the
ese
to
otals, an ind
dex for rank
king injectio
on locationss can be cre
eated. The bus with th
he
le
east non-ze
ero entries is Bus 1, so
o it does no
ot receive any scaling. Each other
bus is scaled
d by the nu
umber of no
on-zero valu
ues above tthe minimum (19). Forr
in
nstance, Bu
us 4 has 21 non-zero values
v
whicch is 2 more
e than Bus 1, so its
scaling facto
or increases
s from 1 to 3. The resu
ulting indexx is the total magnitude
e of
th
he Bm colum
mns multiplied by the scaling
s
facttor. This is sshown in T
Table 6.2.

Table 6.2 Bm Index
The
T busses
s with the highest value
es are bus 4, 8 and 2 respectivelly.
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Based on the analysis in this section, Bus 4, Bus 8, and Bus 2 are the best
candidates for battery placement. Those busses have the highest index for the
Bm matrix, thus giving the best voltage change per current injected and will help
maintain controlability. This set of busses also fall into the category of being
lightly damped (<0.05) meaning they will respond agressively to distrubances. If
energy storage placement is limited to 2 busses, the analysis indicates that the
combination of bus 4 and 8 will yield the most stable results. This placement will
workout nicely from a geographical stand point as well since bus 4 and bus 8 are
on separate radial feeders. If the entire system is covered by clouds, injecting
current at two busses that are close together would cause the voltage at far ends
of the system to drop father. So by placing energy storage on both radial feeders,
voltage drop issues will be mitigated.
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7 System
m Simullation
In ord
der to verify
y the results
s of the ana
alysis from the previou
us section,
sy
ystem simu
ulations are
e performed
d. The state
e space model of the 1
12 bus syste
em
is
s implemented in Math
hWorks’ Sim
mulink. The
e Ap and Bp matrices discussed
previously are used again here. The Cp matrrix, which co
ouples the states to th
he
output is cho
osen to be a 23 x 23 id
dentity matrix so that o
our output sshows each
h
olumn matrix
x. Figure 7.1 shows th
he Simulinkk diagram w
with outputss for
sttate in a co
all the states
s.

Figure
F
7.1 Simulink S
System Mo
odel
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Each
E
of the input block
ks represents current in
njection at the bus from PV pane
els
and energy storage. Th
he first inpu
ut to each b
block is the irradiance iin W/m2, wh
hich
is
s used to es
stimate the current inje
ection from the solar p
panels. The
e second input
to
o the block is node volltage, which
h the batterry controller can use a
as feedbackk.
Figure
F
7.2 shows the block diagra
am for how the inputs a
are used.

Fig
gure 7.2 Ba
attery and PV Block M
Model
A PI controlller is used with
w the gains set to K
Ki = 1000 an
nd Kp = 50. A battery time
constant of 1 millisecon
nd is used to
t account ffor the fact that the ba
atteries will not
espond insttantaneous
sly to a chan
nge in volta
age feedbacck. Two satturation lim
mits
re
are set so th
hat the batte
eries output power doe
es not exce
eed its ratin
ng, and so tthat
it does not discharge
d
more
m
energy
y than is sto
ored.
Now that
t
a mode
el is establiished, different instabiility scenariios can be
evaluated. The
T first and
d most likely is that du
uring the co
ourse of the day, cloud
d
cover moves
s in quickly and prevents the sola
ar panels frrom supplying power. T
To
simulate this
s situation, actual PV data
d
will be
e feed into tthe input blo
ocks with
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different com
mbinations of battery placement.
p
Figure 7.3 shows a sa
ample of acctual
PV
P data take
en near Milwaukee Wisconsin.

Figure 7.3
7 PV Irrad
diance Datta
In
n order to see how the
e system responds to a dynamic cchange is P
PV data, the
e
la
ast 9 seconds, which has
h a large 600+ irradiiance spike
e, will be ussed. The
simulation is
s run with different com
mbinations of battery p
placement. Two group
ps of
v
cha
ange at eacch bus is re
ecorded, and
3000 kW batteries are used. The voltage
shows the average cha
ange in voltage at each
h bus.

Table 7.1
7 Average Voltage Change fo
or PV Drop
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Each
E
element in the tab
ble corresp
ponds to 300
00 kW of batteries pla
aced at the bus
lis
sted in the row header and in the
e column he
eader. Alon
ng the diago
onal, where
e the
ro
ow and colu
umn headers are the same,
s
the vvalue repressents voltage change for
th
he placeme
ent of two se
ets of 3000
0 kW batteriies at the same bus. L
Looking at tthe
re
esults, com
mbinations of
o busses 2, 4, and 8 p
provided the
e lowest avverage chan
nge
in
n voltage. Figure
F
7.4 shows
s
that without
w
battteries the ssystem’s vo
oltage swing
gs
can be quite
e erratic.

Figu
ure 7.4 Voltage Changes from IIrradiance with no Ba
atteries
Figure
F
7.5 shows the re
esults for a non-ideal placement of batteriess at Bus 10
0 and
Bus
B 11.
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Figure
F
7.5 Voltage
V
Sim
mulation fo
or PV Drop
p and Batte
eries at Bu
us 10 and 1
11
Figure
F
7.6 plots
p
the 12 node volta
ages and ir radiance w
with batterie
es placed att bus
4 and 8. This placemen
nt maintains the bus vvoltages thrroughout the PV irradiance
drop.

Figure
F
7.6 Voltage
V
Sim
mulation with
w PV Dro
op and Battteries at B
Busses 4 and 8
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Anoth
her possible
e system diisturbance is an increa
ase in load. Changing the
lo
oad affects the system
m Ap matrix. In order to
o see the eff
ffect of a ch
hange in loa
ad,
th
he system will
w have its
s initial cond
ditions set tto the stead
dy state vallues under
normal loadiing conditio
ons. The sy
ystem Ap ma
atrix will the
en be upda
ated, and the
simulation will
w show the
e results. A 5% increase in load iis chosen a
at each bus.
While
W
a sing
gle step load
d at an individual bus is a more likely event, battery
placement at
a that bus will
w always provide the
e best supp
port. Since locations off
sttep loads are
a often alw
ways know,, a uniform load increa
ase is applied, allowing
g
th
he busses to
t be evalua
ated indepe
endently. T
Table 7.2 tabulates the
e average
voltage chan
nge at each
h bus for va
aries placem
ments of ba
atteries. As in the prevvious
w changes in irradia
ance, the e
element thatt falls under the colum
mn
simulations with
heading and
d across fro
om a row he
eading indiccates that 3
3,000 kW off batteries a
are
ach bus.
placed at ea

Table 7.2 Av
verage Volltage Chan
nge for 5% Load Incrrease
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The
T various combinatio
ons of buss
ses 2, 4, and
d 8 have th
he lowest avverage cha
ange
in
n voltage. Figure
F
7.7 shows
s
the simulation
s
re
esults with no batterie
es.

Figure
F
7.7 Voltage Simulation, Load ↑ and
d no Batte
eries
Figure
F
7.8 plots the voltages for a 5% steppe
ed load incrrease with b
batteries att bus
10 and 11. The
T overall voltage dro
op is lower with the ba
atteries.

Figure 7.8
8 Voltage Simulation
S
n, Load ↑ an
nd Batterie
es at Buss
ses 10 and 11
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Figure
F
7.9 shows an ex
xample simulation with
h batteries a
at bus 4 an
nd bus 8. Th
he
re
esults of thiis simulatio
on clearly prrovide the lo
owest volta
age swing a
and also he
elp
th
he system voltages
v
to return to th
he original vvalue after the step loa
ad change.

Figure 7.9
7 Voltage Simulation, Load ↑ a
and Batterries at Bus
sses 4 and 8
Now that
t
a step increase in
n load has b
been simula
ated, a step
p decrease in
lo
oad must allso be evalu
uated. The system is a
again initiallized to norrmal loading
g
conditions, and
a the sys
stem matrix is updated
d with the de
ecrease in loading. Ta
able
7.3 shows th
he average voltage change for different com
mbinations o
of battery
A
in this case, the
e placementt at bussess 2, 4, and 8 provide th
he
placement. Again
on is perforrmed witho ut batteriess to illustrate the worsttbest results.. A simulatio
sults of the simulation
s
a
are shown in Figure 7.10.
case scenarrio. The res
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Ta
able 7.3 Av
verage Volttage Chan ge for 5% Load Decrrease

Figure
F
7.10 Voltage Simulation,
S
Load ↓ an
nd no Batte
eries
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Figure 7.11 Voltage Simulation
n, Load ↓ a
and Batteriies at Buss
ses 10 and
d 11
Figure
F
7.11 demonstrates the imp
proved syste
em perform
mance of ad
dding batterries,
but results are
a far from ideal. The results of tthe simulatiion with the
e optimal
placement of
o batteries are shown in Figure 7
7.12.

Figure 7.12 Voltage
e Simulatio
on, Load ↓ and Batteries at Bus
sses 4 and
d8
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The complete
c
simulation re
esults show
w that the be
est location
n for energyy
cement is at bus 4 and
d bus 8. Buss 2 is also iidentified as another
sttorage plac
promising lo
ocation. As seen in Tab
ble 7.4 theyy have the lowest averrage chang
ge
fo
or both step
pped load changes
c
and finish as a close seccond for changes in
irrradiance. Of
O all the sim
mulations run,
r
bus 4 a
and bus 8 h
have the low
west averag
ge.

Table
e 7.4 Avera
age Voltag
ge Change for Most Interesting
g Busses
Other
O
bus lo
ocations witth low avera
age change
es were inccluded as w
well for
re
eference po
oints.
As prredicted by the analysiis, bus 2 an
nd 4 finishe
ed as another possible
e
candidate, but
b the placement at bus 4 and 8 is farther a
apart geogra
aphically an
nd
op across th
he system. Another po
ossible solu
ution would be
helps lower voltage dro
to
o spread the energy sttorage acro
oss all three
e busses in order to prrovide bette
er
distribution. Figure 7.13
3 also show
ws a summa
ary of the vvarious busses of interrest.
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Fig
gure 7.13 Voltage
V
Ch
hange Sum
mmary
Anoth
her important considerration is the
e effect of sstepped load changes on
he stability and dynam
mics of the system.
s
Forr large enou
ugh change
es to the loa
ads,
th
th
he system may
m behave
e drastically
y different. In fact, larg
ge changess in load should
be treated as a brand new
n
system
m, and the a
analysis sho
ould be red
done. In the
e
nstance of ±5%
±
load changes, the
e system re
emains rela
atively the ssame. Figurre
in
7.14 shows the eigenva
alues for bo
oth cases. T
The largestt change occcurred at the
most
m
stable and one off the fastestt pairs of eigenvalues (bus 5 and
d 6). Since tthis
pair is not th
he dominant mode of the system,, the dynam
mics should remain
basically the
e same and
d analysis valid.
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Figu
ure 7.14: Sy
ystem Eige
envalue Ch
hanges with Load Va
ariation
In
n all cases, the eigenv
values move
ed left, farth
her away frrom the left half plane,, and
became morre stable fo
or the increa
ase in load..
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8 Conclusion
The driving factors for the research presented in this thesis are the
potential energy efficiency benefits of a DC Microgrid, and the importance of
maintaining system stability. The loss of a system can be dangerous and at the
very least is costly to the utility that owns it. Frequent outages will frustrate
customers. Optimal placement of energy storage will help reduce costs and
ensure that the system is operational for longer. In order to prevent outages
analysis needs to be performed on system models. Creating system models can
be difficult early in a project, but is crucial for proper planning.
This paper uses a very practical approach, grounded in the physical
system layout, to model a DC microgrid. Building square footage is used to
estimate loads and PV source sizes. System interconnection cables are
estimated using distances from overhead maps. The system is designed with
large quantities of renewable energy from solar on the roofs of buildings, to offshore wind turbines in Lake Michigan. In order for such a system to be
successful, energy storage measures will need to be added in order to maintain
system stability.
The system analysis takes a look at stability using the system model
created. The analysis focuses on the eigenvalues for node stability as well as the
input matrix for the locations which have the highest impact on bus voltages. The
eigenvalue analysis uses the damping and speed of the eigenvalues to
determine busses that are most easily changed by disturbances. The input matrix
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analysis looks at the input matrix (Bm) converted to modal coordinates with all the
modes of the system decoupled. The method of indexing the input matrix sums
the magnitude of the columns and weights the sum according to the number of
non-zero elements. The goal of analyzing the Bm matrix is to both identify busses
where the amount of current injection has the greatest effect on the modes of the
system and can affect as many modes as is possible.
In a microgrid with a high penetration of renewable energy, fluctuations in
sources are expected in addition to stepped load changes that all electrical
systems experience. The analysis is evaluated using simulations of a drop in PV
irradiance, 5% stepped load increase, and 5% step load decrease. In each of the
simulations 3,000 kW is placed at 2 busses, and the results of every two bus
combination are tabulated. Overall, the system simulations confirm the
predictions of the system analysis. The tools used in the analysis and modeling
sections are ways that designers can create better models, and the methods
should help with the planning of future projects.
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